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Uniswap is a decentralized exchange (DEX) protocol built on Ethereum that is 

used to exchange ERC-20 tokens without the need for sellers and buyers to 

create demand and liquidity. Uniswap works with two fundamental equipment 

that differentiates it from its traditional and centralized counterparts: Liquidity 

Pools and Automated Market Maker Mechanism (AMM). Liquidity pools are 

token reserves filled by both bots and individuals, with the latter enjoying the 

incentive of Uniswap’s 0.3% transaction fee on every token swap on the DEX. 

All providers have to do is add a pair of tokens to a smart contract tradeable by 

other users. Anyone can be a liquidity provider so long they provide ETH and 

the quoted trading token to be swapped to the current Uniswap exchange rate. 

These liquidity pools allow Uniswap not to serve as a market maker, creating a 

more efficient ecosystem. The AMM determines the prices of the assets in the 

pool by maintaining a “constant product” based on the amount of liquidity on 

both sides of the pool. The larger the amount of ETH that a user wishes to buy, 

the larger the premium that will be charged. This way, there’s always liquidity, 

no matter how big the trade is. 

• ICO held in September 2020, $11M raised.

• Founder: Hayden Adams

• Launched on Ethereum.

• Launched V3 in May 2021, introducing new options to allocate liquidity 

within a certain price range.

• In November, Uniswap announced that it has contracted with a blockchain-

intelligence company, TRM Labs, conducting forensic research on wallet 

addresses for compliance purposes.

• Largest DEX in the world by trading volume.

• Second largest DEX in the world by TVL (#1 is Curve)

• Allows users to trade cryptocurrencies directly without intermediaries nor 

the need to give up custody of assets.

• Its AMM, an automated liquidity protocol, helps facilitate faster and more 

efficient trades.

• Users of traditional exchanges do not have full control over their assets, 

putting their assets at risk in case the exchanges get hacked and are 

unable to repay their obligations.

• Smart contract vulnerability.

• High network gus fees.

• Unvetted token listings.

Type

Sector

Market Cap

Decentralized Exchange

DeFi

$4.86 billion

Price $10.65

52-Week Range

Total Revenue (annualized)

Total Value Locked (TVL)

Max. Supply

Market Cap / TVL Ratio

Volume (24h)

Market Capitalization

Token Type

$10.38 - $44.92

$1.1 bilion

$6,836,219,521

1 billion

0.71381

$158,688,816

$4.8 billion

Utility

Market Rank

Circulating Supply

#24

456 million
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